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New big data study of 145 countries show COVID
vaccines makes things worse (cases and deaths)
I missed this study. So did the mainstream media for some reason. But this
study is yet another independent analysis that is difficult to refute: we have
been misled by the CDC, FDA, and NIH.

Steve Kirsch

At-a-Glance
A new study by Kyle A. Beattie entitled “Worldwide Bayesian Causal Impact Analysis of
Vaccine Administration on Deaths and Cases Associated with COVID-19: A Big Data
Analysis of 145 Countries” concluded that vaccines are doing the opposite of what they were

promised to do.

Rather than helping us regain our freedoms, the vaccines are associated with higher rates of
COVID-19 infections and higher rates of COVID-related deaths.  In the US, the vaccines
were associated with an increase of 38% in the number of COVID cases per million and an
increase of 31% in the number of deaths per millions associated with COVID.

Numerous other studies have independently reached the same conclusion. The more you
vaccinate, the worse things get.

Beattie concludes: “These results should encourage local policy makers to make decisions
based on data, not narrative, and based on local conditions, not global or national
mandates”.  However, based on past performance it is not expected that health authorities

will react to these results in a rational fashion.  Rather they will continue pressing their
vaccine mandate for all, regardless of age or medical history.
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The next time you see you county health o�cer, President Biden, or Boris Johnson why not
ask them if they can �nd a mistake in this study by Kyle A. Beattie entitled Worldwide

Bayesian Causal Impact Analysis of Vaccine Administration on Deaths and Cases Associated
with COVID-19: A BigData Analysis of 145 Countries (the PDF version is here).

The study found that the COVID vaccines cause more COVID cases per million (+38% in US)
and more deaths per million associated with COVID (+31% in US).

The abstract says:

The statistically signi�cant and overwhelmingly positive causal impact a�er vaccine

deployment on the dependent variables total deaths and total cases per million should be
highly worrisome for policy makers. They indicate a marked increase in both COVID-19
related cases and death due directly to a vaccine deployment that was originally sold to
the public as the “key to gain back our freedoms.” The e�ect of vaccines on total cases per
million and its low positive association with total vaccinations per hundred signi�es a limited

impact of vaccines on lowering COVID-19 associated cases.
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These results should encourage local policy makers to make policy decisions based on
data, not narrative, and based on local conditions, not global or national mandates. These
results should also encourage policy makers to begin looking for other avenues out of the

pandemic aside from mass vaccination campaigns.

In other words, we were lied to

The vaccines are making this worse, not better. This is why we are not getting ourselves out of
the hole. Mandating vaccines are making this

This is hardly the �rst study to reach those conclusions. These studies, all done independently,
found the same thing—the more you vaccinate, the worse things get.

1. The Lyons-Weiler paper

2. The Harvard study

3. The German study

4. The Denmark study (which shows Dr. James was right; you have to boost every 30 days
to maintain protection.

5. German government data (this is from The Expose)

6. 80% of the COVID deaths in the UK are vaccinated

7. Lancet: 89% Of New UK COVID Cases Among Fully Vaxxed

The response to this new study by the health authorities is
predictable
I think I’ve �gured out the pattern and can now con�dently predict how health authorities
worldwide will react to this stunning result: they will ignore it. Instead, they will mandate

vaccines for everyone of every age ASAP. Am I right?
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TeTe 19 hr ago · edited 19 hr ago

Who authorized this (and when)? -- https://ourtube.co.uk/watch/eWwSQyqQWI8wXr8

Reply

Pivetaud 23 hr ago

Hello Steve,

Thanks a lot for these studies, perhaps already a link for a French translation?😊😉
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